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As the issue of prisoner interrogation was playing out last week in Washington, the handful of Republican renegades in the Senate
who openly opposed President Bush gave a lesson in how we can improve both our ethical health in the war on terror and the overall
quality of congressional discourse. Sens. John McCain, Lindsey Graham and John Warner, by standing up as they did, encouraged
their fellow Republicans to make common cause with Democrats.
More of that is needed in all matters that call for statesmanship rather than partisanship.
There is a chance, if this emerging moral center holds, that we can stay within the Geneva Conventions and that members of Congress
will draw deeper inspiration from the resolution of this political contretemps and return to putting right and wrong ahead of Right
and Left.
Such a change is long overdue. For years, thoughtful congressional debate about American national security has suffered both from
too much partisanship and too little rigorous analysis.
When Red-versus-Blue rhetoric has dominated, the acrimony has obstructed agreement on even the most basic issues of war and
peace. But when political rivals have failed to challenge each other, a "comity of errors" often has resulted in the far-too-swift passage
of legislation that actually impairs the performance of government and soldiers in battle.
This hasn't always been the case. Throughout the four decades of the Cold War, for example, congressional Democrats and
Republicans, along with presidents from both parties, agreed on the principle of containing the spread of communism. They met
respectfully on common ground and aired their differences, always with the goal of crafting working compromises. Together they
found the way to victory.
Now, though, the Cold War consensus seems a far-off ideal. We seem to be living in times when politics is no longer the art of the
possible. Instead, it has become the posturing of the irascible.
The most serious casualty of congressional infighting is Iraq policy, which is hopelessly mired in polemics. To listen to the debate, one
would think the only choices are to get out of that tortured land now or continue indefinitely to do what we have been doing for three
years. The executive branch has fanned some of the bitter partisanship. So have the media by focusing reports on dutiful quotes from
high-level sources on opposing sides of the issues.
But these distractions do not excuse Congress from its obligation to search exhaustively for alternatives, and to debate them fairly and
dispassionately. With regard to Iraq, for example, some consideration should be given to crafting a policy that lies between the
extremes of opinion. Perhaps this could be done by drawing a bit from each camp and sharply reducing our forces in Iraq
immediately, but keeping the remainder there for as long as needed and using them in increasingly innovative ways.
The war on terror has been a victim of another unhappy tendency: our failure to engage in meaningful debate. The worst offense was
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the bipartisan rush to judgment about how to redesign government departments and agencies in ways that would better protect the
American people. Because everybody in Congress was simply in favor of change, we ended up with the unwieldy Department of
Homeland Security, whose very existence gravely hampered the response to Hurricane Katrina.
A follow-up blunder came in the realm of intelligence, where head-in-the-sand agreement led to the swift creation of a super-
hierarchy (the directorate of national intelligence) that has done little to keep the war on terror from devolving into terror's war on us.
In a conflict in which obtaining information about the enemy is everything, the balky hierarchy has kept us largely in the dark about
our enemies' movements and intentions. And we still have great difficulty making sure that what we do know is
properly disseminated.
When there is too little debate in Congress, serious damage can be done to our national security. Perhaps the downside is marginally
less dire than when debate is bitter and counterproductive. But the silence of our legislators when they should be debating the issues
has allowed sweeping and wrongheaded changes to government to be made at warp speed.
An alternative to this kind of rubber stamping would have been for our legislators to pursue the public debate that the Sept. 11
Commission called for in the concluding part of its report. That could have led to the identification of alternative models to guide
reforms in more productive directions, including networks in which investigators actually talk to each other.
It's this disappointing backdrop that makes the McCain/Graham/Warner rebellion so important. It was heartening to see
Republicans and Democrats finally join together in discussions about outlawing illegal detention and interrogation practices. With
Colin Powell weighing in on the side of decency, there is even more hope that these few Republican voices will grow into many. And,
together with congressional Democrats, they may even craft an enduring consensus that reinvigorates our war policies.
Congress can make sure we reject the "dirty war" approach to fighting terrorism. And in doing so, they will choose the ethical path
that is the true key to victory.
Since the Founding Fathers, sharp but fair-minded debate has generally been the hallmark of congressional deliberations, especially
in the realm of national security. From the Monroe Doctrine that protected the Western Hemisphere (for the most part) from
European colonialism in the 19th century to the Truman Doctrine that contained Soviet expansion during the Cold War, Congress
weighed in trenchantly and wisely, helping again and again to forge a consensus that endured the ebb and flow of party control.
There were occasional stumbles, from staying out of the League of Nations in the 1920s to getting into Vietnam in the 1960s. But
always there was a return to wise governance that propelled the United States to world leadership.
Now Congress is on the verge of reawakening to its historic role -- tamping down excessive partisanship, engaging the president
constructively, and crafting a consensus strategy that can take us through the dangerous days ahead.
We the people must hold them, and ourselves, to this standard.
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